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Abstract
This paper reports on the process of manual annotation of speech acts in a cor-
pus of business emails, in the context of the PROBE project (PRagmatics of
Business English). The project aims to bring together corpus, computational,
and theoretical linguistics by drawing on the insights made available by the
annotated corpus. The corpus data sheds light on the linguistic and discourse
structures of speech act use in business email communication. This enhanced
linguistic description can be compared to theoretical linguistic representations
of speech act categories to assess how well traditional distinctions relate to
real-world, naturally occurring data. From a computational perspective, the
annotated data is required for the development of an automated speech act tag-
ging tool. Central to this research is the creation of a high quality, manually
annotated speech act corpus, using an easily interpretable classification
scheme. We discuss the scheme chosen for the project and the training guide-
lines given to the annotators, and describe the main challenges identified by the
annotators.
1 Introduction 
This paper describes the development of the first version (v. 1.0) of a classifica-
tion scheme for the manual annotation of speech acts in a corpus of business
emails, in the context of the PROBE project (PRagmatics of Business English).
The overall aim of the project is to bring together corpus, computational, and
theoretical linguistics by drawing on the insights made available by the anno-
tated corpus to gain a better understanding of the linguistic and discourse struc-
tures of speech act use in business email communication. The results of the
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project enable an enhanced linguistic description of speech acts which can be
compared to the theoretical linguistic representation of speech act categories to
assess how well traditional distinctions relate to real-world, naturally occurring
data. From a computational perspective, the annotated data is required for the
development of an automated speech act tagging tool, building on previous
research (De Felice and Deane 2012) based on less complex non-native English
language.  
Central to this research is a high quality, manually annotated speech act cor-
pus with an easily interpretable classification scheme, the creation of which is
discussed in this article.  After defining the research goals of the project (Section
2), we discuss the data and classification scheme chosen for the project and the
training guidelines given to the annotators (Sections 3 and 4). We describe the
main challenges identified by the annotators (three of the authors of this paper),
and possible solutions to these challenges (Sections 5 and 6). In Section 7, we
briefly outline the use of the tagged data as a resource for linguistics and natural
language processing (NLP) research.  
This paper’s contributions are as follows: a) the introduction of an anno-
tated corpus resource and a speech act annotation scheme which can be adapted
by the research community; b) a discussion of annotation problems and ambigu-
ities, and related solutions adopted; c) a discussion of some methodological
issues around the task of pragmatic annotation; d) the introduction of two tools
using pragmatically annotated data.  By highlighting both our progress in this
task and the unresolved methodological questions that remain, we advocate
ongoing discussion of these issues with the goal of further advancing the devel-
opment and analysis of pragmatically annotated corpus resources. 
2 The PROBE project: Research goals 
The PROBE project uses corpus and computational linguistics to create a
description of the pragmatics of Business English, in particular email communi-
cation.  There are three main goals to the project. From a linguistic point of
view, an analysis of the corpus data yields insights into the linguistic and dis-
course structures of business communication, which can then be compared to
theoretical linguistic descriptions of speech acts. From a computational perspec-
tive, the annotated data is used to develop an automated speech act tagging tool
(De Felice and Deane 2012) for email texts, which can contribute to the already
existing tools for the automated analysis and tagging of language. Finally, from
a language learning angle, this kind of linguistic knowledge can enhance the
teaching and learning of Business English by providing learners with real-world
models of language use (see for example De Felice 2011a). 
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The project responds to the call raised by McEnery and Wilson (1996), who
write that “quantitative accounts…would be an important contribution to our
understanding of pragmatics” (McEnery and Wilson 1996: 99). As discussed in
Section 3.2, pragmatic studies often focus only on a small amount of data, ana-
lysed qualitatively, such that it is not always possible to establish the more gen-
eral applicability of their findings. Our corpus annotation efforts, combined with
the use of corpus analytic and NLP techniques, enable us to present the quantita-
tive account advocated above, contributing to the growing discipline of corpus
pragmatics. Although the focus of our study is the pragmatics of speech act use
in workplace emails, the methodological framework we present is intentionally
domain-neutral and does not use categories specific to workplace communica-
tion, so as to be applicable to other areas, too. The long-term outlook of the
development of the classification scheme is to obtain a resource that can enable
straightforward comparisons between different corpora annotated with the same
scheme, as well as between theoretical accounts and actual instantiations of dif-
ferent types of speech acts. Therefore, the research questions addressed in this
article are:
1. Which categories should be included in a classification scheme of
speech acts for corpus annotation?
2. What is an appropriate unit of annotation for speech act tagging?
3. How can the annotation problems encountered in speech act tag-
ging be resolved?
4. Can the speech act tagging task be automated?
3 The corpus 
In this section, we discuss a number of issues related to corpus choice for our
task. We first introduce the existing email corpora available, before describing
the pre-processing required by the data.
3.1 Email corpora 
Workplace email communication (often termed ‘Business English’) is an area of
investigation which is becoming increasingly important as English emerges as
the de facto language for international business (Gimenez 2006; Bjorge 2007;
Jensen 2009; Ho 2010; Newton and Kusmierczyk 2011).  Research on email has
also been of interest to the NLP community for some years (for example
Carvalho and Cohen 2005, 2006; Goldstein and Sabin 2006; Lampert et al.
2008, 2010), as will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.1, particularly in
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relation to the aim of assisting email management through speech act detection,
automatic thread summarization, or automated sorting. However, in both these
fields the research has suffered from a lack of large corpora consisting of freely
available real-world data. It is, understandably, very difficult to obtain large
email collections from acquaintances or companies because of privacy and intel-
lectual property concerns, so researchers tend to make use of datasets not avail-
able to the wider community. This means that it is impossible for the wider
research community to replicate or extend their findings, or reuse the resources
created.
There are currently three publicly available email datasets: the W3C Cor-
pus, which contains mailing list emails from the W3C website (the World Wide
Web Consortium, which is concerned mainly with the development of web stan-
dards); the CSIRO Corpus, which contains mailing list emails from the Austra-
lian national science agency (both used for the TREC Enterprise Track for
research on automatic summarization, threading, and question answering); and
the Enron email Corpus (see for example Klimt and Yang 2004; Berry, Browne,
and Signer 2007). Full details about these datasets can be found in Ulrich et al.
(2008). The first two datasets are not appropriate for research on workplace
communication because their content is very technical in nature, consisting
mainly of specific requests, or informal discussions of particular technical
issues.  Furthermore, there is little metadata available for these corpora because
the tasks for which the data was collected did not require knowledge of contex-
tual information such as the mutual relationship of the participants.
The Enron corpus, on the other hand, does not originate from a research
need; it was made publicly available following the legal proceedings against the
corporation. In its original form, it consists of the unedited, unmodified dump of
all the employees’ mailboxes, with their original folder structure unmodified. Its
size (several messages words) and authenticity, together with the fact that it con-
tains data from several different speakers, makes it an invaluable resource for
the research community in several disciplines. In its original format (as distri-
buted for example by the Linguistic Data Consortium or by William Cohen at
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/) it is not immediately usable for corpus linguis-
tics research, because of its complex nested folder structure and the presence of
a large amount of extraneous material typical of emails such as headers, HTML
markup, and other symbols.
However, corpus linguists can make use of the EnronSent subset of the data
(Styler 2011), a section of the original corpus pre-processed specifically for the
purpose of linguistic research. The data is in plaintext format, and has been
cleaned of all noise such as headers, spam messages, HTML, automated mes-
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sages (such as reservation confirmations), legal disclaimers, and repeated
quoted and forwarded messages that result from the practice of reproducing the
text of previous emails in the body of the current email, leading to a high vol-
ume of duplicate text. Styler’s corpus, as the name suggests, avoids some of
these problems by taking only emails from the ‘sent’ folders of the corpus, on
the assumption that these are more likely to contain actual content of interest.
He further applies a ‘scrubbing’ program to the data to delete as much as possi-
ble of the noise described above (cf. Styler 2011). The resulting corpus is a con-
catenation of plain text files, consisting of 96,100 messages (13.8 million
words). There is generally no clear indication of the identity of senders and
recipients; as we discuss later on, lack of knowledge about the participants and
their relationships to each other can lead to serious problems during the annota-
tion task. 
3.2 Data pre-processing and segmentation  
Further pre-processing was necessary for the data before the annotation task.
Through a combination of ad-hoc UNIX sed scripts and manual checking we
removed more extraneous material, including headers, timestamps, press
releases, and so on.  A further key issue in the pre-processing stage is deciding
how to delimit the unit of annotation and, by extension, the unit of study. In
other words, what falls within the scope of an ‘utterance’? Archer et al. (2008)
observe that “the utterance is regarded as a key unit of analysis in pragmatics,
but it evades easy definition” (Archer et al. 2008: 633), and one of the first chal-
lenges faced in the course of this project has been identifying both a suitable
definition, and a viable segmentation strategy. As this is written text, individual
sentences are generally clearly delimited by punctuation and spacing. However,
it is common for more than one speech act to be contained in the same sentence.
We are concerned here with the formal aspect of speech acts only, that is, where
the sentence contains more than one clause, not with ambiguous utterances
which could be interpreted in more than one way depending on context (this will
be addressed in Section 6). An example of this kind of sentence is He’ll write
the report tonight and I’ll forward it to you, where we have two distinct clauses
communicating two distinct speech acts – a statement and a commitment. In
cases such as these, it would be appropriate to segment the two clauses into two
distinct utterances, and annotate each one separately. This issue can also occur
when the two utterances share a subject, as in I’m the manager here and want
you to reply straight away. Again, here we have both a first person statement and
a request, and it would be misleading to assign just one tag to the utterance, as
well as difficult to decide which one to assign.
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To address this issue, we need a segmentation procedure which should be
transparent, automated, and repeatable, and obviously free from human bias.
Most of the work discussed in the literature refers to the segmentation of spoken
language, either audio data or its transcription, which is not applicable to our
task (Geertzen et al. 2007, Lendvai and Geertzen 2007). Given the mostly well-
formed nature of our text data, we chose to explore the viability of a simple
automated method which relies on a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)
supertagger1 (Clark and Curran 2004; Hockenmaier and Steedman 2007). The
supertagger assigns different tags to conjunctions depending on whether they
are sentential or phrasal coordinates. For example, given the two sentences I am
happy but lonely, and I am happy but he is lonely, the two instances of but are
tagged differently, reflecting the different nature of their conjuncts, as shown
below (other tags omitted for clarity).
(1a) I am happy but|but|CC|I-ADJP|O|conj lonely. 
(1b) I am happy but|but|CC|O|O|conj he is lonely.
We ran the data through the supertagger, and post-processed the output (using a
sed script) by inserting a new line character where the second type of conjunc-
tion occurred. We refer to the segmented units thus obtained as utterances. Our
current script is occasionally too broad, and suffers from some overgeneralisa-
tion whereby clauses are segmented more often than required. Although it has
proved suitable for our annotation so far, we are analysing the parser output fur-
ther to delimit more clearly the instances where segmentation should occur.
Stiles (1992) proposes that the following types of clauses should be treated as
independent utterances: simple sentences; independent clauses; non-restrictive
independent clauses; elements of a compound predicate; terms of acknowledge-
ment, evaluation, or address.  We plan to incorporate these indications in our
revision of the segmentation script.
After the pre-processing of the data outlined above, the first phase of the
PROBE project has resulted in the annotation of 263,100 words/approximately
20,700 speech acts.
4 The classification scheme: previous and current approaches 
In this section, we briefly review related work in speech act annotation; we refer
the reader to Archer et al. (2008) for a detailed discussion of the wider chal-
lenges in pragmatic annotation, including, but not limited to, speech act identifi-
cation. In particular, we discuss the types of speech act classification schemes
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found in the literature, and the reasons for establishing our own scheme. As
mentioned in Section 2, the underlying motivation for annotating the data is to
develop a resource that can allow the description of the main categories of
speech act identified in the linguistics literature. By then examining the different
categories, we will, firstly, acquire a better understanding of the pragmatics of
business communication. Furthermore, the annotated corpus will enable com-
parisons with the traditional descriptions based on invented examples rather
than the analysis of actual instances of language, initially in the business
domain, but with the long-term goal of extending the comparison to other lan-
guage domains also. Therefore, the scheme used must be broadly comparable to
the traditional speech act categories of linguistics literature, and not include cat-
egories which would be too specific to a particular domain. 
4.1 Speech act annotation in linguistics and NLP 
An issue that frequently arises in speech act research is the distinction between
locutionary and illocutionary meaning (Austin 1962). Briefly stated, the former
refers to the form of the speech act, what is literally being said or written (for
example, I’m too short to reach the shelf), while the latter refers to the function
of the speech act, what the speaker is actually intending to communicate with
that utterance (for example, asking for help in reaching an item on the tall shelf).
As we will see in the course of this paper, how to account for this distinction is
one of the main challenges of speech act annotation. 
One of the most interesting speech act taxonomies to do so is the Verbal
Response Mode (VRM) framework (Stiles 1992), originally designed to anno-
tate dialogues from patient-psychologist interactions. The VRM scheme explic-
itly encodes the locutionary and illocutionary aspects of a speech act and the fact
that the two might not coincide. It uses a set of one-letter codes for basic catego-
ries, which can be combined in different ways depending on the form-function
characteristics of the utterance. In work  conducted prior to this project (De
Felice and Deane 2012), the categories used were modelled very closely on the
VRM, but further analysis showed that it was not a good fit for our research
aims and for the annotation task, in particular because it originates in the context
of annotating dialogue rather than written data.
In fact, within the body of work on pragmatic annotation, there is very little
work concerned with data other than spoken language. For example, the field of
dialogue act classification and intention understanding for dialogue modelling,
though very rich and long-established (for example Core and Allen 1997;
Stolcke et al. 2000; Georgila et al. 2009), poses rather different questions from
those of our research. Dialogue systems deal mainly with synchronous, not
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asynchronous, communication, and the exchanges are less likely to contain
complete sentences. These systems are usually designed with a limited informa-
tion-seeking domain in mind, such as making travel reservations, and the cate-
gories used reflect this kind of spoken interaction. Typical categories include
dialogue acts which reflect the collaborative and interactive nature of spoken
language, such as backchannelling, answering immediate questions, repetitions,
or answer elaboration. Although email communication is also interactive and
collaborative, the exchanges are usually not immediate, and these kinds of dis-
course moves tend to feature much less often than complete sentences. Often
these classification schemes include a very large number of categories: Stolcke
et al. (2000), for example, include 42 basic tags. We find that having a smaller
set of categories better fulfils our annotation needs, as we discuss in more detail
below. Therefore, although dialogue act research does share some concerns with
our work – in particular with regard to issues of category choice and access to all
levels of contextual information – we cannot adopt its speech act taxonomies for
our annotation task.
In recent years, there has been some work in the NLP community on auto-
mated speech act identification in emails (Carvalho and Cohen 2005, 2006;
Leuski 2005; Goldstein and Sabin 2006; Lampert et al. 2008, 2010). However,
within this body of research there is no shared annotation framework, as each
research project pursues different objectives and uses different categories,
depending on the topic of interest. Often these annotation schemes are too
project-specific to be used for other research, as in the case of Leuski (2005)
who includes several categories of requests, or too general, for example focus-
ing only on request identification and having no categories for other kinds of
speech acts (Lampert et al. 2010). Furthermore, much of this work assigns the
tags to entire email messages rather than individual utterances.
Other projects, developed in the context of linguistics rather than NLP
research, also tend to be too domain-specific for our needs. Archer (2005), for
example, describes data from the judicial domain, using relevant categories such
as counsel, sentence, and require. Maynard and Leicher (2006) discuss the anno-
tation of MICASE, the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English, for ped-
agogical purposes. Their categories are therefore focused on events that can
occur in a classroom, with pragmatic features including homework assignment,
explaining terms, evaluations, and tangents. Finally, Kallen and Kirk (2012) do
provide more general-purpose annotation, but based, again, on spoken language
rather than email or written data.
As none of these schemes seem to fully respond to our requirements of
being sufficiently general, non-domain specific, and easily related to traditional
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speech act categories, we decided to develop our own speech act classification
scheme, as discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2 Our classification scheme 
Our aim is to design a viable classification scheme of speech act categories that
is relevant to our project needs, easy to implement, while clearly documented
and replicable.  To achieve this goal, it is necessary to balance a number of com-
peting demands.  From the researcher’s point of view, it would be desirable to
have a richly annotated corpus, identifying a wide range of actions such as apol-
ogising, refusing, committing, complaining, inviting, requesting, and many oth-
ers which are often discussed in the literature. On the other hand, a very detailed
classification scheme can lead to data sparseness, whereby the examples avail-
able are not sufficient for meaningful generalisations. As we have found in our
project, even with a broad categorisation there are significant disparities in cate-
gory frequency, with some categories making up less than ten percent of the
dataset (see Section 5.1). Furthermore, a very complex classification scheme
may prove problematic for the annotators. It would increase both time needed
for their training and for the annotation task (and therefore project costs), while
also increasing the potential for errors and confusion.
We therefore decided on a classification scheme consisting only of seven
broad categories:
a) Direct request
b) Question-request 
c) Open question
d) First person commitment
e) First person expression of feeling
f) First person other
g) Other statements (second and third person)
These categories are closely aligned to those of traditional speech act theory
described by Austin and Searle (directives, commissives, expressives, and repre-
sentatives). The seven categories are summarised in Table 1; full guidelines are
given in Appendix A, and will also be made available by the first author on her
website. 
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Table 1: Speech act categories used
Despite their grounding in traditional speech act theory, the PROBE categories
do not have a one-to-one correspondence with the traditional categories, as we
can see in the table. Directives are represented by two types of requests, ‘direct
request’ (DR) and ‘question-request’ (QR). This reflects the widespread use in
the literature of distinguishing between direct and indirect requests; by main-
taining this distinction, it is easier to identify and analyse the different types of
requests within the corpus. First person commitments (FPC) and ‘expressions of
feeling’ (FPF) are comparable to commissives and expressives, respectively.  As
Table 1 shows, the former includes statements such as I will attend the meeting,
while the latter includes any articulation of feelings of personal sentiment such
as apologies, joy, congratulations, and so on.
The single category of representatives has also been divided into two cate-
gories in our scheme: ‘first person other’ (FPO, such as I am an employee of this
company) and ‘other statements’ (OT, such as He is the vice president or The
meeting is at 8). Both categories share the function of stating facts and inform-
ing. We introduce the distinction between first person subjects and other sub-
jects principally so that it is easier to extract and compare the different types of
first person statements in the corpus. In making this distinction, we hope to gain
a richer understanding of the different ways in which individuals talk about
themselves in workplace email.
Finally, unlike the traditional categories, our classification scheme does not
include declaratives (e.g. excommunications, christenings, etc.) as these are
highly institutionalised acts unlikely to be used in everyday workplace emails.
We also introduce the category of open questions (QQ, those requiring simple
Speech act Tag Example
Direct request DR Please send me the files. 
Question-request QR Could you send me the files?
Open question QQ What time is the meeting?
First person commitment FPC I will attend the meeting.
First person expression of feeling FPF I am uncertain about the agenda.
First person other FPO I am an employee of this company.
Other statements OT The meeting is at 8 tomorrow. 
You always work so hard.
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answers – what’s the time, what’s your name, and so on). These are typically
included in the directives category in discussions of speech acts in the literature,
but their information-seeking nature is a distinctive and integral element of
workplace discourse which warrants their specific identification to help us
understand their use in this domain.
These correspondences make it easier to assess how our findings relate to
theoretical linguistics claims, as outlined above. They are also sufficiently
generic and non-domain specific to allow easy reimplementation within other
research projects, as they do not describe actions and events that are only spe-
cific to workplace contexts.
5 The annotation process
In this section, we describe the annotation procedure. We first provide a general
overview of the process, and then proceed to discuss the criteria used to assign
individual utterances to the different categories by discussing in detail several
instances which were found difficult to annotate.
5.1 Annotation tools and procedure 
A key requirement of the annotation procedure is ease of implementation, mean-
ing that it should be relatively easy both to train new annotators and to carry out
the annotation itself. By simplifying the technical aspects, we can draw on the
skills of a number of linguistics graduate students, regardless of their technical
expertise. Two annotators (native English speakers enrolled in linguistics PhD
programs) tag each utterance – further discussion of their agreement levels is
below. Each utterance is to receive one tag only; the implications of this deci-
sion are discussed below and in Section 6. 
There is only one level of annotation, namely the speech act category. The
data is stored as plain text, for ease of analysis by NLP and command line tools,
but is presented to the annotators in an Excel spreadsheet, one line per cell, with
the tag to be inserted in the adjacent column, and any relevant comments in the
column adjacent to that. This makes it easy to distribute the tagging materials,
carry out annotation offline, collate the annotations and filter out instances as
required. Each speech act category has an abbreviated tag, designed to be mne-
monic, as listed in Table 1 above. There is also a ‘comments’ column for the
annotators to remark on any difficulties experienced in assigning a tag, or to
note any uncertainty in the choice of tag assigned on the instance. This has
proved particularly valuable for the research stage, both as an easy way to iden-
tify interesting or liminal cases for study, and as a way to gather further insights
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into what human readers rely on as cues to speech act identification.  Figure 1
shows a screenshot of some annotated data, including examples comments. In
the initial phase of the annotation procedure, feedback was sought from the
annotators regarding the methods chosen for the annotation and the ease with
which it was possible to remember the tags while annotating. All three annota-
tors responded positively, enabling us to proceed with a high degree of confi-
dence in the tagset and annotation procedure.
Figure 1: Screenshot of annotation process
The training material was also intentionally simple, to enable annotators to start
the task quickly. Prospective annotators were given a short introduction to the
project with some general directions, as well as three files to assist them in the
task: a three page description of all the categories, including three sample anno-
tated emails; a summary ‘tag table’ with two or three examples for each cate-
gory; and a flowchart to assist in streamlining decisions. These materials are
found in the Appendices. They also received a sample set of 100 lines to anno-
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tate, both to familiarise themselves with the project and to identify any other
potential issues.  
While it was relatively easy to decide the categories of interest, creating the
actual description of each category to assist the annotators was a greater chal-
lenge, as there are few resources available from which to draw inspiration. The-
oretical descriptions of speech acts in the linguistics literature (for example
Levinson 1983; Cruse 2000; Jaszczolt 2002) were not found to be particularly
useful guidelines in creating annotation instructions, as they make generic refer-
ence to lexical items or verbal mood and tense. We therefore employed a com-
mon sense approach, whereby the different categories are described with refer-
ence to both surface features (e.g. subject, presence of particular phrases) and to
more subtle, contextual features of the text (e.g. realising from the context that a
request is being made). The guidelines also include examples of instances which
could be assigned to more than one category, noting the preferred tag for these.
Overall, neither the project leader nor the annotators feel there are any problems
with the setup of the task.
Alternatively, we could have proceeded in an entirely data-driven way,
selecting some features for the utterances, then applying a clustering algorithm
to see how they automatically grouped themselves on an empirical basis. This
approach is planned for future research, but in the first instance, to better align
with previous research in linguistics, it was deemed more appropriate to assign
the data to pre-determined categories, and use NLP tools to verify how homoge-
neous the categories are.
At all times during the annotation procedure, the annotators have access to
the entire email text. This can be helpful in cases where a particular utterance
could be interpreted in more than one way, as the annotators can refer to contex-
tual clues for disambiguation. On the other hand, if one is interested in carrying
out a category-by-category analysis, in which only decontextualised instances
are available, it can lead to a certain amount of annotator confusion if the role of
a particular instance is not obvious. One of the challenges of this kind of prag-
matic research is how to include the role of wider context in examining prima-
rily linguistic features.
As mentioned previously, the annotation process so far has yielded approxi-
mately 20,700 tagged utterances. The distribution of the different categories is
show in Table 2: we can see it is somewhat uneven, with statements (FPO + OT)
making up almost sixty percent (58%) of the data.  All the utterances are double-
annotated; one of the annotators was constant throughout the process. On aver-
age, annotators achieved rates of up to 500–550 utterances tagged per hour,
depending on the complexity of the utterance and the detail given in the com-
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ments. In Section 5.2, we discuss some of the problems related to annotator dis-
agreement.
Table 2: Distribution of speech act categories in the data
5.2 Contentious cases
Pragmatic interpretation is often a subjective task, so it is not uncommon to have
a high frequency of disagreement in the annotation. In our data, average agree-
ment between the annotators varies greatly between the two annotator pairs,
with one pair having average agreement of seventy-one percent (weighted kappa
0.78) and the other pair eighty-two percent (weighted kappa 0.87). Further dis-
cussions and analysis are needed to understand the possible causes of this diver-
gence, which is particularly striking since the annotators who obtain higher
agreement differ in gender, nationality, and location.    
Where annotators disagree, there are several attempts to achieve a reconcil-
iation. In some cases, it is simply a clear mistake on the part of the annotator,
such as a typo or incorrect selection (for instance due to autocomplete), and can
be easily rectified. In other cases, where both tags suggested may, in certain
interpretations, be plausible, we attempt to come to an agreement through dis-
cussion. However, this is not always possible, especially in cases, as we will see
below, where the function of the utterance is highly ambiguous and it is genu-
inely impossible for annotators to decide. In the interest of creating a gold stan-
dard dataset for research purposes, these contentious cases are not included in
the corpus for analysis, but they are retained separately as a dataset of ‘interest-
ing cases’ both for linguistic reference and for further testing of the robustness
of the NLP tagger (described in Section 7).
Speech act Percentage of total
Other statements (OT) 41.4%
First person other (FPO) 16.5%
Direct request (DR) 13.6%
First person commitment (FPC) 10.5%
First person expression of feeling (FPF)  7.9%
Open question (QQ)  7.3%
Question-request (QR)  2.7%
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Our approach to annotation disagreements, with case-by-case discussions,
has the disadvantage of increasing the duration of the annotation process, and is
open to a certain amount of human bias. If one had three annotations instead of
two for each instance, it would be easier and faster to resolve these disagree-
ments by relying on majority tags, but additional annotators would add to the
project’s time and costs. It is, however, something to be advocated where
resources permit.
From the point of view of pragmatics research, however, the instances
where annotators disagree or express uncertainty prove highly informative.
These disagreements highlight recurring problems with the task and with the
issue of speech act classification more generally. The problems encountered dur-
ing the annotation procedure can be summarised by noting that we are taking a
formal approach to functional, pragmatic categories. As the annotation guide-
lines show, there is often reference to surface features in determining which cat-
egory to assign an utterance to, but the formal aspects can contrast sharply with
the intended function of the utterance. Furthermore, the speech acts often had
multiple functions and it is difficult to determine a single category for these.
In addition to the issues mentioned above, there are also purely formal diffi-
culties relating to the nature of email writing, especially in fast-moving work-
place environments where correct prose is not required for routine casual com-
munication. In these emails, pronoun-dropping was fairly common, which made
it difficult to tell exactly what function the clause was performing, as in this
example: Also presume to message the letter from SK to the Senators and our
solution. In other cases, the content of the utterance referred to very domain-spe-
cific topics which eluded the annotators’ understanding, and made it impossible
to categorise the utterance.  
We now look at some examples of challenging utterances more closely, to
illustrate the types of problems that arise. The issues discussed, and the possible
solutions outlined, are of a general nature and can be applied to the wider con-
text of speech act research.
5.2.1 First person categories
The first person categories were a particularly rich source of discussion for all
annotators, and led to confusion and uncertainty in various ways. One confusion
pair which emerged from the comparison of the annotators’ tags, although not
one on which any of them remarked explicitly, is the distinction between first
person statements (FPO) and commitments (FPC). From the disagreement pat-
terns, we can see that it was not always easy to differentiate between the two, a
problem illustrated in sentences such as the following:
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(2) We continue to consider every option available to us.
(3) We are taking steps to be prepared to isolate the TMS system.
Formally, we can see that these lines can be assigned to either the FPC or FPO
category. Although they do not have the form of the most prototypical commit-
ment (such as I will do X, I will be doing X), they could be interpreted as an
undertaking on the part of the speaker to perform the action described (consider
options, isolate the system). It is possible that the commitment function of utter-
ances such as these may become clearer in the context of the email in its
entirety, as for example when a number of tasks are assigned to various individ-
uals or groups within the same email. On the other hand, it could just be one of a
series of facts being imparted, such as a description of an ongoing event or
project. Without knowledge of the wider extra-textual context, that is to say, of
the business environment and its associated discourse practices, it is very diffi-
cult to know how to interpret utterances such as these.
However, such potential sources of confusion do not undermine our deci-
sion to distinguish between FPOs and FPCs. Traditionally, speech act classifica-
tions distinguish between representatives and commissives, and there are clear
areas where this distinction makes sense.  For instance, it would be hard to claim
that statements such as I am the author of this article or We work in a university
fulfil the same function as statements such as We will finish the article by the
deadline or I will be presenting at this conference. Examples such as the above
fall into a grey area between the two, and understanding how to negotiate the
relationship between form and function is a key aspect of our research.
The third class of first person statements, ‘first person feeling’ (expressives,
FPF), was also a major point of discussion for several reasons. A particular trig-
ger for confusion was the different functions associated with the phrase I think.
For example, one of the annotators noted a consistent difficulty in distinguishing
FPO from FPF in statements such as I think you need this information. The tag-
ging guidelines indicated that these kinds of statements should be tagged as
FPO, as the first-person construction is primarily mitigating the statement. How-
ever, at least one of the annotators observed a difficulty in clearly distinguishing
between instances where the phrase was fulfilling a ‘mitigating’ role and those
where it was ‘offering an opinion’. There are many kinds of mitigating phrases
of this kind that led to these interpretation problems. Another annotator
remarked upon the use of expressions that perform negative politeness/mitiga-
tion, such as I don’t know about you guys, but… (followed by a request). This is,
formally, a fairly straightforward case of FPF – explicitly containing the cogni-
tive verb know. However, the pragmatic function of this utterance seems to be to
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perform negative politeness work, offering the others the chance to disagree
with the sender. In this sense, the preface I don’t know about you guys functions
as part of an indirect request (QR), attempting to elicit information from the
addressees as to whether they have also experienced this problem. While the
surface form of examples like these may suggest an interpretation as FPF, it is
possible that such utterances possess a variety of additional functions that can-
not be identified by attention to formal features alone.
In other cases involving embedded clauses in the expressives category, the
discussion centred on whether to give priority to surface form or pragmatic
function, as in the following:
(4) I think the results are due out today.
(5) I know Mark is working on the report.
Here, although the grammatical form is that of a ‘first person feeling’ speech
act, the main message of the sentence is actually the objective, third person
statement in the embedded clause; the first person statement is mainly there as a
hedge or qualifying phrase. They are clearly fulfilling a different role from
‘pure’ expressions of feeling such as I think I am too tired for the staff party or I
know we’ll be very impressive at our presentation, which report subjective facts.
The disjuncture between form and function for FPF and OT also occurs in
the opposite direction, where two of the annotators have commented on the lim-
itations of the scheme with regard to utterances which are in the third person but
express an emotional response, such as:
(6) It’s fun and games every day.
(7) That would be great. 
Here, the utterances have the illocutionary force of an FPF, as they express the
evaluative opinions of the email sender, but are lacking the definitive linguistic
features of a first-person expressive. The first-person pronoun, one of the central
features leading to membership of the FPF category, is absent, and it is only the
metaphorical (and colloquial) expression of fun and games, or the adjective
great, that give a sense that these are opinions rather than general observations
belonging to the OT category. Despite this, these utterances do not qualify as
FPF on formal grounds, so, according to the annotation guidelines, they must in
fact be tagged OT.
Surface lexical features appear to be a strong trigger for the FPF class,
according to two of the annotators, for example in the case of other cognitive
verbs such as would rather, expect, recommend, and prefer. Consider the follow-
ing:
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(8) At this juncture I would recommend against having 
Ken participate.
(9) I would recommend they do not sign. 
These could be interpreted as statements of the writers’ feelings about the situa-
tions indicated, or, if the writer were known to have the authority to influence or
dictate the behaviour of the referents or addressees, they could be said to possess
the illocutionary function of a mitigated request or advisement. In most cases,
the presence of those verbs leads to the choice of FPF.
Currently, the annotation guidelines tend to steer annotators towards relying
on surface cues in assigning speech act categories to utterances. As this discus-
sion shows, however, there is a risk that this approach is too broad and cannot
account for more subtle distinctions in the way language is used. On the other
hand, this form-oriented approach may have the advantage of easing the cogni-
tive load for the annotators, limiting the amount of time they have to spend on
each utterance. Clearly, there is a conflict between the desire to create an infor-
mation-rich and accurate annotation procedure and the need to minimize the
burden placed on annotators. These competing imperatives must be subject to
further careful assessment if an acceptable balance is to be found.
5.2.2 Other categories
Overall, the annotators reported no particular problems with the ‘other’ (OT)
category, except for the OT/FPF confusion discussed above. One annotator also
remarked on the possible confusion between the two types of question catego-
ries, noting that occasionally there seemed to be overlap between a pure ques-
tion asking for information, and a question used as a request, for example in
Would there be a good time to visit tomorrow?. In cases like these, there seemed
to be a consistent difference of opinion between annotators. While one tagged
these as straightforward questions (QQ), the other felt that such cases could
either be interpreted as QQs or as a polite phrasing of an indirect request (QR),
for instance, Can I visit you sometime tomorrow?. However, the other annotators
did not remark on this difficulty. This is a difficult case to arbitrate because it is
a very good example of the form-function distinction, which we will discuss at
greater length below. Arguably, in these cases, where we are missing the rele-
vant contextual information that would allow us to fully understand the illocu-
tionary force of the act, we should focus only on the form (as indeed some of the
annotators do) and tag these as straight questions. The risk is, however, that in
doing so we may lose useful examples of the wide range of strategies adopted
for indirect requests.
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A further challenge arises from the fact that questions are not the only form
requests can take. One of the annotators observed that it was often difficult to
distinguish directives (DR), as these were frequently linguistically mitigated, as
in the following: At some point, the document must be finished. This could either
be classed as OT or DR, depending on whether it is read as a general description
of a state of affairs or as a specific action that the sender wants the addressee to
perform. Without key information about the relationship between the sender and
the addressee, it is impossible to decide with any degree of confidence whether
this should be OT or DR. If the sender were known to be in a position of author-
ity, it would at least be possible to interpret this line as a directive to the
addressee (albeit mitigated); if there is no power difference between sender and
addressee (or if the addressee is the more powerful interlocutor) we would be
more likely to assign the utterance to the OT category. This issue of sender/
addressee power relations also arises with first person statements. Consider for
example the statement I need the figures for the report: this can be read as a
request if it is said to someone more junior than the speaker, while if the hearer
is a peer, or a senior, it could be simply the acknowledgement of a fact, or even a
commitment on the part of the speaker to find those figures.
6 The form-function disjuncture
The form-function disjuncture for the FPF-OT pair is a good example for the
discussion of how to address this issue more generally in a pragmatic annotation
task, as it would be sensible to decide a priori for the task which one to prioritise
in assigning categories to the data. One might argue that function should be priv-
ileged in this case because we are interested in learning about speech act func-
tional categories, not forms. Including these statements in one category rather
than the other is misleading and misrepresentative, because we want to learn
about all the different ways in which this function is expressed. On the other
hand, it is not always easy to assess where the illocutionary meanings (for exam-
ple the hedging functions of the first person statements) begin and their locu-
tionary, literal, expressive meaning ends, and we might be overestimating their
representative function. Ultimately, both positions are tenable, and we argue that
the deciding factor should be the underlying research aim: if we are interested in
a clear picture of ‘pure’ expressives, we might want to avoid including these
statements. If we are interested in gathering together all the types of statements
that individuals make about themselves, then we should include them. If, finally,
we are interested in gaining a clear picture of all the ways in which statements of
fact are represented, we ought to tag these as OTs instead. From a methodologi-
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cal point of view, it is worth noting that deciding to operate this distinction can
slow down the annotation process, as, rather than semi-automatically assuming
that all statements beginning with I think/know… are FPFs, reflection is needed
for each one. It would also be necessary to assess how these changes would
affect the performance of our automated tagger. Further solutions are explored
in more detail in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
More importantly, establishing a position on the form-function distinction
has implications for the project as a whole, as it would be advisable to maintain
a coherent position on this issue across all categories. For example, if we were to
decide that content and function have priority over surface form, we ought to
collapse the request categories into a single one including both direct and indi-
rect requests. This would then make it difficult to engage in close study of the
different types of request, which is an area of great interest in the literature.
The previous discussion has highlighted some theoretical and practical con-
cerns relating to pragmatic interpretation at the level of form and function. More
generally, an important question to ask, given the dependence of pragmatic
interpretation on context, is how far the annotation process can reasonably pro-
ceed without access to the relevant extra-linguistic information. The process
seems to highlight the complicated relationship between the meanings of the
words used and the context of the utterance. In particular, as illustrated in a num-
ber of examples above, there are occasions where additional knowledge of the
interpersonal context – the relative power of interlocutors, the nature of their
relationship and relevant shared histories – may be helpful in determining the
function of the sentence in question.
Unfortunately such information is not available to us with this particular
corpus of Enron emails, since, as previously noted, the corpus was not designed
to aid linguistic research (though it is theoretically possible with some effort to
reconstruct at least some relationships). An open question that therefore remains
for pragmatic annotation is how to know when to acknowledge that no further
interpretations and assumptions can be made about the data, and an upper bound
has been reached.
6.1 Addressing the multifunctionality problem
In many cases outlined above, the confusion between form and function might
have been resolved with full access to the relevant context. However, sometimes
the utterances do seem to genuinely function as more than one speech act. For
example, Can’t wait to catch up is a first person statement which serves as an
expression of the writer’s emotional response at the prospect of meeting up with
the addressee, and can therefore be tagged FPF. However, it can also be inter-
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preted as functioning to reassert the writer’s commitment to a possible or forth-
coming future meeting, and can therefore also be tagged FPC. Such multifunc-
tional speech acts are, of course, not rare in language and our reliance on a tag-
set that does not take into account that this multi-functionality necessarily forces
the tagger, be it human or machine, to make an arbitrary decision. Adopting a
more flexible scheme would allow us to treat these cases appropriately, and also
address the form-function disjunctures. What form should a more flexible
scheme take?
One possibility would be to have every utterance receive two tags, one for
its locutionary and one for its illocutionary meaning, to capture the difference
between form and function. In practice, each utterance would have two columns
for tags, one for each meaning, where the tags may or may not coincide. How-
ever, this would significantly complicate the annotation procedure, placing a
greater burden on the annotator, who would be required to make twice as many
decisions. Furthermore, this dual tag approach would have no impact on the
problem of utterances that are open to more than one illocutionary interpreta-
tion. On the other hand, it would provide a straightforward way of gathering
information about the most common combinations of form and function. A
more simple solution would be to allow utterances to receive more than one cat-
egory tag when the annotator could not decide between them, or felt there was
more than one function carried out concurrently, without specific reference to
form and function. This would require less time but might lead to the annotators
actually reducing their effort, and over-relying on multiple tags when faced with
a challenging instance. Its advantage would be to allow easy identification of the
kinds of utterances that can have multiple interpretations.
Another possibility would be to include a special ‘disjuncture’ flag for
problematic utterances, such as the FPF-OT pairs discussed above. In this case,
we would not be told what the other possible tag is, but merely that a disjuncture
has been interpreted, for example by using a special letter flagging this. This
approach would have the advantage of greater annotation speed and lighter cog-
nitive load, but at the expense of informativeness. The three possible solutions
discussed all have advantages and drawbacks, though they all ultimately point to
the need for a more sophisticated approach to speech act tagging that goes
beyond the one line, one tag method. We are now planning to run some pilot
annotation tasks exploring the use of all three alternatives to clearly assess
which responds best to the needs of both annotators and researchers, as a further
contribution to the research community engaged in these tasks.
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6.2 Multi-utterance problems
Many of the problems highlighted above derive from local issues about the mis-
match between form and function in particular utterances. However, the strate-
gies adopted by the annotators to assess the correct tag lead to further problems
regarding pragmatic annotation: is it a local or a global task? So far we have
been discussing tagging and categories as a very atomistic entity, and in fact the
guidelines make no reference to whether the annotators should read messages
globally or proceed line by line, ignoring surrounding text. In practice, the latter
approach is impossible, because the set up of the annotation task is such that the
entire email is there for the annotators to read, and it would be unrealistic to do
otherwise. Indeed, focusing on decontextualised utterances would likely result
in the assignment of tags based solely or primarily on the locutionary aspect of
speech acts, because decontextualised speech acts are very difficult to interpret.
The problem then becomes a multisentential one: can a speech act span across
more than one sentence? The following example is given:
(10) Jeff – if the lawyers can’t, I’m sure we can ask M to 
get the filing. Let me know.
Viewed in isolation, the first utterance would be an FPF (i.e. epistemic I’m sure).
However, (re)viewed in the context of the DR Let me know that follows it, we
could read the first utterance as another directive – one that performs negative
politeness work by minimising the imposition on the hearer and avoiding a
direct request. This is a valid concern since it is possible to find texts where the
illocutionary effect of a request comes not from a single sentence but from the
entire sequence of utterances. Such an analysis is, at present, beyond the scope
of our work, though we acknowledge the important role of utterance sequences
in speech act interpretation. This information is also very valuable for non-
native language speakers interested in learning the appropriate speech act
sequences in English. Therefore, the analysis of discourse structure will be
included in the research carried out on the annotated data, examining issues such
as the placement of requests and related supporting utterances within the text of
the email.
In summary, the main problems encountered by the annotators relate to the
fact that lexicogrammatical categories were being used to identify pragmatic
phenomena, while the tag-set did not allow for the multifunctionality that was
often observed in the utterances that comprise the data set. Furthermore, the
absence of contextual information, in particular that pertaining to the relation-
ships between writer and addressee(s), their degree of intimacy, and relative sta-
tus, sometimes made it difficult to determine the role of particular utterances.  
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7 Using the data
The data so far annotated has been used to further work in both computational
linguistics and applied linguistics, through the development of two tools,
SPADE (SPeech Act Descriptor for English) and SPATE (SPeech Act Tagger for
English). This aspect of our project falls within the domain of ‘cue-based’ or
probabilistic computational models for speech act interpretation, which are
described in detail by Jurafsky (2004). In these models, the task is to identify,
from the surface form of the sentence, the relevant cues to the speaker’s inten-
tions. Typical cues include lexicon, collocations, syntax, prosody, and conversa-
tional structure (Jurafsky 2004: 588); our model includes all of these except, of
course, the prosodic aspect, since we are not working with spoken data. This
section provides only a brief introduction to the types of research that arise from
this corpus; further details can be found in De Felice (2011b) and De Felice
(forthcoming 2013).
SPADE is a natural language processing tool focused on the linguistic inter-
pretation of speech acts. Its main goal is to proceed from the annotated data to
the creation of detailed, multi-level pragmatic descriptions of different speech
act categories. It is designed to work with the output of the C&C toolkit (Curran
et al.  2007), which  consists of a set of applications including a morphological
analyzer (Minnen et al. 2001), a part-of-speech tagger, the supertagger
described earlier, a CCG parser (Clark and Curran 2007), and a named entity
recognizer (Curran and Clark 2003). Each utterance is analysed and parsed by
the C&C tools, and from the output SPADE extracts information about its lexi-
con, grammar, and syntactic structure which aids the linguistic description of the
speech act. Figure 2 shows the full list of features extracted by the tool. The
presence of particular n-grams is also noted, though the implementation of this
feature requires further analysis. Figure 3 shows a sample output from SPADE:
among other features, the tool has identified the absence of modal verbs and
adjectives, the presence of two direct objects and of the key unigram appreciate,
the use of a first person subject, and the declarative nature of the sentence
(‘S[dcl]’). 
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Figure 2: Features extracted by SPADE
I appreciate your continued patience and cooperation.  [FPF]
['Modal': 'no', 'LastWord': 'cooperation', 'Object': 'noun', 
'Punct': '.', 'Object2': 'noun', 'PredicativeAdj': 'none', 
'VerbTag': 'VBP', 'FirstWord': 'I', 'SubjectIs': 'Firstperson', 
'SentenceType': 'S[dcl]', 'HasUnigram_appreciate': 'yes', 
'Subject': 'pronoun']
Figure 3: Sample output of SPADE
This analytical framework extends what is possible with common concordance
tools by including grammatical and syntactic annotation which allow for more
sophisticated queries. The availability of data thus processed enables the investi-
gation into the linguistic properties of speech acts. The database-like format of
the data provides an efficient way of identifying and searching for significant
patterns and prominent features. For example, to query the data about which
speech act category uses transitive verbs most often, we could look at the fre-
quency of the feature ‘Object’ with values ‘yes’ and ‘none’ for each class, and
discover that requests and commitments have the highest proportion of transi-
tive verbs, while they are very low in statements. Other items of interest include
the role of proper nouns, the use of adverbs in different speech acts, and typical
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subject-verb combinations, among many others. This information is also of ben-
efit to the applied linguistics and language teaching community, especially
where it is possible to carry out comparisons with similar non-native speaker
data.
The SPADE output is also the essential and necessary component of the
SPATE tool, which is currently in its second stage of development (for details of
the first version, based on non-native language, see De Felice and Deane 2012).
The tagger uses a maximum entropy machine learning classifier for automated
speech act tagging, trained on the features extracted by SPADE. In other words,
it learns to associate particular combinations of features to a given speech act
category, so that it can correctly assign a speech act category to a novel, previ-
ously unseen instance. Preliminary experiments run on small subsets of the data
have shown that the tagger currently achieves around seventy-five percent accu-
racy (precision 74.5%, recall 68%), but as more annotated data becomes avail-
able for training and testing, these figures are expected to improve. It performs
particularly well on the OT, QQ, and DR classes and, similarly to the human
annotators, obtains lower figures on the first person categories, especially FPF. 
The SPATE tool is useful for the corpus linguistics community as an addi-
tional means of exploring corpus data. Furthermore, by examining its error pat-
terns, and the items it finds particularly challenging to classify correctly, we can
obtain further insights on what constitute non-prototypical cases of each cate-
gory. For example, this set of incorrectly classified QQs draws our attention to
the fact that not all questions using modal verbs are requests, a fact that is of
interest in particular to language learners:
(11a) Could the gift recipient select the menu items?
(11b) Should we attach the first round of questions?
(11c) Can these really all be receipt imbalances?
These kinds of examples, together with the discussion of the annotators’ com-
ments and disagreements discussed above, and the patterns found in the data, all
contribute to raise questions regarding speech act categorisation, which remains
open to debate. Archer et al. note that “Pragmatic interpretations, leading to the
implementation of a functional tag (e.g. a speech act), require a complex synthe-
sis/understanding of contextual information that is currently beyond the means
of a computer” (Archer et al. 2008: 634). Indeed, as we have seen in the discus-
sion above, sometimes this interpretation also eludes humans. On the other
hand, our results suggest that for a large number of utterances it is possible to
carry out automated tagging with a reasonable chance of success.
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8 Conclusions
In concluding their article, Archer et al. propose that annotation guidelines
should consider “the need to devise an annotation scheme in relation to one’s
research goals, the need to be systematic enough to ensure replicabililty (and, by
so doing, ensure its usefulness to others), the need to balance delicacy of cate-
gorisation with the ability to fill categories with a statistically meaningful quan-
tity of members, and so on” (Archer et al. 2008: 638). The annotation project
described in this paper responds to these requests. Our annotation scheme sup-
ports our research endeavour of gaining an understanding of speech act use in
business communication without being too task-specific; the categories used
ensure that all categories are large enough for meaningful analysis; and by pub-
lishing the guidelines used, together with unresolved issues, we hope to stimu-
late some discussion about the reusability of our classification scheme.
We have shown that, despite the constraints of context-dependent pragmatic
interpretation, it is possible to implement a pragmatic annotation scheme which
can yield valuable insights into the communicative processes of email in the
business domain. We plan to make the corpus data freely available to invite fur-
ther engagement with both the methodological and the linguistic issues that arise
from the research. Our work to date has also demonstrated some practical appli-
cations of the annotated data, contributing to the fields of linguistics and NLP.   
Open questions remain, in particular regarding the role of contextual infor-
mation, and the best way to handle utterances of ambiguous interpretation.
There is further work to be done in establishing a classification scheme that
avoids some of the problems discussed in this paper. O’Keeffe et al. note that
“There can be tensions between speech act classifications and taxonomies which
were developed on the basis of invented examples, and the analysis of speech
acts in corpus data.” (O'Keeffe, Clancy and Adolphs 2011: 97). Our classifica-
tion scheme is modelled closely on traditional speech act theory, but perhaps our
findings will point us towards a revised model that mirrors more closely how we
really ‘do things with words’.
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Notes
1. The supertagger is a preprocessing step in statistical parsing using CCG. It
assigns to each word a set of the most probable CCG lexical categories
given the context, describing its syntactic behaviour before determining the
sentence’s full syntactic structure. Lexical categories can be either basic
(such as NP, VP) or complex (combinations of argument and result catego-
ries, such as VP/NP, a verbal category which takes an NP argument and
results in a VP).
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Appendix A: Annotation guidelines
Speech act annotation – descriptions and examples of each category
Training version – March 10, 2011
Tags:
DR QR QQ
FPC FPF FPO
OT EX
The text is already broken up into the units that require tagging. One unit = one
tag. 
For sentences containing conditionals, generally the emphasis should be on the
content of the main clause and the tag should reflect that. So, in a sentence such
as If I send you the files now, can you reply by tomorrow?, the tag should reflect
the speech act represented by can you reply by tomorrow.
The annotation scheme tries to take into account both form and function of the
act by using the same letter when these coincide across different types of act.
For example, R indicates a request, so it appears in the two tags which refer to
two kinds of request. FP refers to first person statements, of which there are
three kinds, as the tagset shows. I have also tried to make them somewhat easy
to remember.
QUESTIONS AND REQUESTS – Q AND R
These are described together since they overlap to some extent. 
For something to be tagged as having a question form, it can either be a direct
question, ending with a question mark, or be embedded in a declarative clause
(e.g. I want to know what time it is or I wonder how I much I can get for this
job.).
Pure questions – QQ – are those which are a genuine request for information
which can be obtained without the hearer having to take special action. For
example: What’s your name? What time is the meeting?
Requests can be formed as questions or more direct orders; their defining char-
acteristic is that they request that the hearer do something, they attempt to affect
the hearer’s behaviour, whether by requiring an action (Please send me the files.
I’d like to ask you to phone the client for me.) or a change in their mental state
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(Don’t worry about the meeting. You should feel more positive about the inter-
view.).  Second person pronouns feature heavily here. 
If they are formulated as imperatives or statements, such as all the examples in
the previous paragraphs, the tag is DR – for ‘Direct Request’.
If they are phrased as questions, the tag is QR – for ‘Question Request’. Some
examples of this are Could you send me the files? Would you be able to drive us
to the office? I was wondering if you could give me a call. These can be very
tricky, as sometimes one will use very roundabout ways to issue requests due to
extreme politeness. In general, if the answer to the question requires any sort of
action on the part of the recipient, it is to be considered a request. An example
could be the question Will I be doing the same work as before?, which could be
interpreted either as a straightforward question with a yes or no answer, or as a
very indirect way of saying “Please tell me what I need to do”. In the past, this
latter interpretation has preferred for the purpose of this task, but I am open to
hearing arguments in favour of the alternative. 
FIRST PERSON STATEMENTS – FP
There are three kinds of first person statements in our tagset. 
First Person Commitments – FPC – are typically statements in which the
speaker is undertaking to do something: I will attend the meeting, I will bring
the data. Broadly speaking, if one is committing to something, the fulfilment or
otherwise of said commitment can be subsequently verified (so, e.g., I will
dream of you tonight does not count as a commitment). This includes sentences
which have commitments hedged by the modal can, for instance: I can finish my
work before 8. I can take your place at the meeting. Similar considerations apply
to these sentences when they are embedded within another clause as the object
of a verb such as think, even though this represents a very cautious commitment
– for example, I think I can attend the meeting on Monday.
First Person Feelings – FPF – are, as the name suggests, first person statements
in which the speaker’s feelings and thoughts are expressed: I am so happy to see
you. I am so sorry to hear your news. I am uncertain about the agenda. A sen-
tence that comes up often in the data is something like I have a question for you.
I think this should probably be included in this category, too, but am open to
alternative suggestions. 
First Person Other – FPO – should also be fairly transparent: it simply refers to
all other kinds of first person statements, which mainly cover past commitments
(I sent the papers last week, I attended the meeting yesterday) and generic state-
ment of facts (I am an employee of the company, I come in every morning at 9).
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OTHER STUFF – OT AND EX
All other statements that don’t fall into the categories above are lumped together
as OT, for OTher. This mainly includes third person statements that impart
information (The meeting is at 8 tomorrow. The figures for the year are ready.)
and comments directed to the hearer, so in the second person (You must be so
upset right now, You always work so hard). It also includes exclamations such as
Good luck on your new job! and greetings such as Dear Mary or Hi John.
I have decided to include in this class also sentences such as This really bothers
me or  Your decision does not make sense to me even though these in theory
express the speaker’s feelings. If you feel very strongly that this is inappropriate,
let me know. 
EX refers to EXtraneous material – though I hope the data has been cleaned up
fairly well, it’s very likely that there will be bits that are irrelevant or not well-
formed: filenames, urls, addresses, etc. Please tag those as EX.
EXAMPLE 1
Dear Laura OT
Thanks for your email. OT
I will be happy to take the seminar speaker for lunch on Friday. FPC
I’m sorry you have to miss it. FPF
Can you tell me where the speaker is staying? QR
Will I need to pay for his lunch? QQ
Thanks, OT
Rachele OT
EXAMPLE 2
Dear Davis OT
How are you? OT
You must be feeling stressed! OT
Of course I can go to the meeting. FPC
It’s my pleasure. OT
So what time should I go there? QQ
And please tell me what to expect at the meeting. DR
I hope you will email me back asap. DR
Yours, OT
Andy OT
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EXAMPLE 3
Hi Tom OT
I know about your problem. FPO
I think I am able to help with it. FPC
I’ve dealt with this before so it’s not hard for me. FPO
I need some more information though. FPO
So can you show me the figures? QR
I look forward to hearing from you soon. DR
Appendix B: Flowchart for annotation procedure
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Appendix C: Tag reminders and examples
DR
Please email me back with the answers to my questions.
I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.
QR
Can you tell me where the entrance is?
Are there any tasks I should do on Monday?
QQ
Do you know who arranged your schedule?
Are you going to Nagoya?
FPF
I have a few questions to ask.
I am happy that you ask for my help.
FPC
I will be available in the morning.
I can go to the office on Monday.
FPO
I sent the papers last week.
I work at the London branch.
OT
It's my pleasure.
A map would be good for me.
You replaced me at a meeting once.
My girlfriend works there.
You seem so busy!
Good luck for your work on Monday.
EX
extraneous material

